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Security Decisions
The Importance of Actionable Intelligence

What is

Intelligence is a vital element

in the continuous improvement of
security performance. Without the best
intelligence, it is impossible to create
highly effective solutions. With
terrorism, major crime, organised crime,
cybercrime, activism and protests all
causing challenges to modern security
teams, more and more organisations are
seeking an intelligence-led approach
to their unique security needs.
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Actionable
Intelligence
Actionable intelligence requires a range of inputs,
including the identification of your organisation’s
unique risk profile including statistics for the types
and locations of potential threat as well as detailed
analysis of any trends. If appropriate, this information
should not be limited to your organisation, but also
those in similar industries and/or locations.
However, what makes this intelligence ‘actionable’
is the ability to use the outcomes of any analysis to
inform your decision-making process. Understanding
the frequency of threats, their location and timing,
provides you with the intelligence to build a robust,
risk-based security strategy. Actionable intelligence
allows you to be proactive, identify potential threats
and manage security resources in the most efficient
way to mitigate your perceived risk.

At Mitie, our Global
Security Operations
Centre (GSOC) are
experts in intelligence.
With specialists in opensource intelligence
gathering and analysis,
they provide customers
with detailed insights and
intelligence that impacts
their business, enabling
them to make better
security decisions.
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GSOC
in Action
Having a central intelligence hub, such as a
GSOC, enables better intelligence gathering
and analysis, fundamentally influencing security
decision making to improve your solution.
Our GSOC provides ongoing benefits to
our clients 24/7 365 days per year, delivering
actionable intelligence and enabling them to
make more effective and informed decisions
on their security.

Producing detailed
intelligence reports
(INTREPs) regularly
to brief customers on
potential risks and threats.
These reports are always
predictive in nature,
providing intelligence that
customers can review
alongside their own risk
profile and action
as they deem necessary.

Over

500

Intelligence reports &
threat alerts annually

Over

100

Special reports

Special reports produced by the GSOC differ
from intelligence reports in that they review
incidents that have already occurred, providing
in-depth analysis highlighting intelligence and
lessons learnt that can be used to improve
security procedures in future.
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Tackling Crime with
Shared Intelligence
Intelligence sharing between organisations
continues to have sceptics. However, in
our experience, by sharing anonymised
intelligence within a localised area, or within
the same industry, more can be done to
thwart criminals who operate in a specific
location, or in a specific way.
Shared intelligence between organisations
provides additional sources of data that
may enhance your own decisions, allowing
for a more comprehensive view of threats
to your business. Additional data collection
points increases the volume of information
available, helping your team to identify
potential offenders before they visit your
locations.
Sharing intelligence promotes best practice,
allowing all organisations involved to
improve their security protocols. The effect
of working together as part of a larger
group fosters coordination and enables you
to react more effectively to major incidents,
allowing better protection of your people,
assets and environments.
We are championing shared intelligence
with some of our retail clients. We can
evidence how this benefits clients by
providing shared local real-time information
during incidents.

Utilising our proprietary Merlin 24/7 software, customers gain instant knowledge of
any incident that may impact upon their premises. This feed provides your security team
with detailed information on type and location of incident, including offender details
if known. This allows groups of businesses to take appropriate

and coordinated action.
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Make Better

Security Decisions

with Actionable Intelligence
Actionable intelligence enables you to
make incremental improvements to your
own security solution. Specific indicators,
locally focused and corroborated by
similar businesses in the wider group
allow you to effectively plan your security.
Implementing an intelligence-led approach
allows you to adapt your immediate security
solution and resource as new intelligence
becomes available.

During the Extinction
Rebellion protests in late
2019, our customers saw
a huge benefit from the
actionable intelligence we
were able to provide before
and during the event.

Delivering over 300 intelligence reports
over the two-week period, the Mitie GSOC
provided constant updates to customers,
enabling them to implement appropriate
measures to mitigate the impact the protests
may have on their business. Additionally,
the GSOC set up a dedicated Extinction
With data and information feeds growing
faster than ever, having skilled analysts trained Rebellion WhatsApp group, providing timely
to interpret and understand it will be vital for updates of new information to over 300
industry professionals. Finally, our customers
providing the necessary intelligence you will
benefitted from an interactive situation
need to drive performance. These analysts
map with real-time intelligence created by
form a crucial part of a robust security
the GSOC, showing locations of planned
solution, understanding new technologies
actions. Utilising this resource, our customers
and data gathering methods to deliver up
were able to organise travel plans to avoid
to date, actionable intelligence, enabling you
to make better security decisions to protect potential disruptions and arrange appropriate
responses required for their buildings.
your people, assets and environments.
Being intelligence-led in approach will
become increasingly important as criminals
improve their techniques. With technology
improving rapidly, new threats can become
apparent, posing different risks to businesses.
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The GSOC intelligence changed our
decision making in the lead up and
during the Autumn Rebellion. We based
our actions on it and it helped us to
deconflict other sources of inaccurate
information. The GSOC is pivotal to the
way we make our decisions.
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SECURITY

Phone: 0330 678 0710
Email: alwaysprepared@mitie.com
Website: www.mitie.com/security
Twitter: @MitieSecurity

